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 Lucy Allen is a Career + Confidence

Coach who is passionate about

empowering high achievers to flex

their resilience muscles and create

their happiest and healthiest work

and home life . She blends coaching

with over a decade of PR and

marketing experience , which has

seen her work with major brands

such as Optus , Red Bull , Levi Strauss

and ANZ Bank . Lucy has managed

big teams , big personalities and big

workloads , and has an innate

understanding of how to motivate

people both in and out of the

workplace to drive maximum

productivity and fulfilment . Lucy ’s

work is born from the founding

principal that happiness + purpose is

found in maximising whatever

makes you truly joyful and she is a

firm believer in celebrating life

everyday .   



OFFERING

WORKSHOPS

POWER HOUR

SERVICE

HALF DAY + FULL DAY 

Signature workshops centered on personal

development (detailed below). Bespoke

workshops also available and developed upon

consultation.

1 - 2 HOURS

Up to 25 people 

Attendees will enjoy a power session on flexing a

necessary skill for high level performance i.e

resilience, mindset or confidence 

SPEAKER 

KEYNOTE / EMCEE 

Engaging host for your next conference or event.

Speaking content, format and tone to be

developed in consultation.

ONE-ON-ONE
COACHING

MOTIVATIONAL
CONTENT
CREATION

THREE MONTH SERIES

6x 1 hour coaching sessions over three months

(assumed Face-to-face but also available via

Zoom) 

Unlimited email support in between sessions for

when team members need a pep talk, extra

support or a non-judgemental ear to listen

Challenging + intuitive worksheets designed to

spur greater clarity and confidence  

BLOG + VIDEO CONTENT

(600 – 800 words or 1-2mins video)

Bespoke blog or video content centred on

resilience, productivity, performance mindset,

self-care and wellbeing. Content to be created in

consultation with organisation to align with key

business priorities. Ideal for inclusion within the

staff intranet or as a perfectly timed pick-me-up

delivered into staff inboxes once a month. 



CONTENT
POPULAR

The Graceful Collective can create bespoke content and

programs based on the objectives of your business or facilitate

existing training themes. 

Enclosed within this pack are examples of the current most

popular themes. Most content is suitable for team members of all

levels and experience however these can of course be tailored

based on the audience. 

All content can be run in-person or online. 



RESILIENCE IN THE
WORKPLACE

TEAM MEMBERS WILL WALK

AWAY WITH : 

This program is suitable for all
team members.

Do you want to achieve great

things in your career? 

Perhaps you ’re embarking on a

period of change and want to

make sure you thrive under new

challenges? 

Or , maybe you ’re stepping into a

different role and crave the

confidence to tackle anything

thrown your way? 

Whatever the feat , the subtle art of

resilience could be the difference

between success and failure .

'Resilience in the Workplace ’

uncovers the power of resilience and

provides practical tips and tricks for

boosting your own resilience (spoiler

alert : resilience is a muscle that can

easily be improved on if you know

what you ’re doing). 

A deep understanding of the

power of resilience

An actionable plan for

strengthening resilience muscles

Knowledge of the key traits that

unite resilient people (and how to

develop these)

Their own resilience anchor (we all

have them !) 

And… knowledge of when to

engage their resilience anchor
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MINDSET MATTERS

TEAM MEMBERS WILL LEARN :

This program is suitable for all
team members.

How we think can have a huge

impact on how we feel and

subsequently what we 're capable

of . 

This master class explores the

impact of mindset and positive

thinking , and arms participants

with simple hacks for taking

control of their thoughts so that

they can enjoy their happiest ,

healthiest and most confident

work + home life .  

How we create a perceived reality

Common positive thinking

pathways 

How to challenge the inner critic

The art of reframing 

How to give challenges purpose

The importance of gratitude and

daily celebration 

THRIVING IN
ADVERSITY

TEAM MEMBERS WILL TAKE AWAY :

This program is suitable for all
team members.

It ’s easy to stay positive when

everything is going to plan but the

true art of resilience is in being able

to move forward when seemingly

nothing goes right .

This session has been designed to

reflect , restore and reset .  

Explore practical mindset and

mindfulness techniques to support

you during unknown times and

connect with peers on how we can

rise and thrive together .

A grounding exercise for when

you ’re feeling overwhelmed or

anxious

A resilience anchor and how to

engage it 

A bespoke Thrival Kit for thriving

during challenging times
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POWER HOUR  OR HALF DAY

POWER HOUR  OR HALF DAY



MANAGEMENT
MAKER

TEAM MEMBERS WILL WALK

AWAY WITH : 

This program is suitable for new
and established managers. 

Management is one of the most

important factors of a successful

business and yet all too often

people managers are not given the

support or tools needed to

succeed .

With employees often being

promoted on hard skills and

competencies , it is of utmost

importance that managers are

trained and supported to develop

these capabilities so they can

perform at their best whilst

enabling the success of others .

The Management Maker provides

essential training for people

manager 's and practical tools &

strategies to not only build

competence , but also confidence ,

in managing others .

A clear management vision

underpinned by an

understanding of strengths &

values

A DISC Behavioural Assessment

for improved self-awareness and

awareness of team

Effective communications

strategies and a framework for

effective feedback

Tools for managing workflow and

managing performance
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TWO-DAY WORKSHOP



DISC ADVANCED®
ASSESSMENT

TEAM MEMBERS WILL WALK

AWAY WITH : 

This program is suitable for all
team members. 

Want improve your effectiveness

within the workplace? 

Strengthen your relationships with

managers , peers and stakeholders?

Boost your understanding and

influence of others?

DISC ADVANCED® is the world 's

most advanced behavioural

assessment system and is a powerful

tool in developing self-awareness ,

improved communication and

leadership capabilities . 

An understanding of the

different

individual behavioural styles

An Individual Assessment

Report identifying their own

style     

An understanding of other ’s

styles and how they interrelate

to their own

Strategies for identifying the

behavioural styles of other

individuals i .e clients and key

stakeholders

Improved communication and

understanding with peers

Practical action plans to modify

their styles appropriately to

achieve key outcomes 
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HALF OR FULL DAY WORKSHOP

Lucy is an accredited DISC ADVANCED® trainer.



GET SH*T DONE
(PRODUCTIVITY
MASTER CLASS)

TEAM MEMBERS WILL LEARN :

This program is suitable for all
team members.

Do you want to squeeze every

minute out of your day without

working harder or longer?

This productivity master class

teaches participants to work

smarter so that they can reach

max potential without burning

out . 

It provides practical tools and

advice on how to get on top of

workflow through effective

planning , prioritisation and

discipline . What ’s more , the

session addresses the impact of

mindset on output , and provides a

framework for maintaining a

consciousness of productivity .

Techniques for effective

prioritisation   

Effective delegation and

accountability strategies 

Pro tips for breaking

procrastination 

Email management techniques

and a personal success planner

OVERCOMING
IMPOSTER
SYNDROME

TEAM MEMBERS WILL LEARN :

This program is suitable for all
team members.

The secret 's out ; you 're not the

only person who worries you 're not

smart enough , qualified enough ,

attractive enough or personable

enough to be doing what you do . 

This workshop will explore the

common phenomenon of

'Imposter Syndrome '  and provide

practical tips for moving through

this and owning your successes . 

This session is perfect for team

members embarking on a new

role , taking on new responsibilities

or stepping into a managerial

position .  

What 'Imposter Syndrome '

actually is and how it hinders us

in the workplace 

How to silence your inner critic

The 10 Commandments of the non

Imposter

The Imposter Toolkit 'tool kit '  
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POWER HOUR  OR 

HALF DAY WORKSHOP

POWER HOUR  OR 

HALF DAY WORKSHOP



THE ART OF
INFLUENTIAL
COMMUNICATIONS

TEAM MEMBERS WILL LEARN :

This program is suitable for
all team members.

Effective communication is key

to engaging , persuading and

ultimately influencing others .

Arguments are given meaning

through body language , tone of

voice , choice of words and

structure , and the most

influential speakers effortlessly

combine these to captivate

their audience .

This is a crash course in

becoming a confident and

persuasive communicator so

that you can convince your

audience of any argument .

Unique communication styles

and how to maximise these 

How to read the room and

own it

Influential body language +

tone of voice 

Communicating with

authority + likability 

EFFECTIVE 
CONFLICT
RESOLUTION

TEAM MEMBERS WILL LEARN :

This program is suitable for
all team members.

Frustration that isn 't resolved

is transmitted and can disrupt

any performing team .

This masterclass provides a

framework for effectively

discussing , understanding

and resolving conflict .

It arms participants with tips

for leaning into

uncomfortable situations and

provides tools for effective

communication and

resolution .

The opportunity

of conflict and how to

harness this

The conflict "Importance

Scale"

Communication techniques

for managing conflict
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POWER HOUR  OR HALF DAY POWER HOUR  OR HALF DAY



ENERGY
MANAGEMENT FOR
PEAK PERFORMANCE

TEAM MEMBERS WILL WALK

AWAY WITH : 

This program is suitable for all
team members.

Constantly wishing you had more

time to get everything done?

Perhaps this is where you 're

tripping yourself up . 

Time is finite , energy is infinite .

This interactive session looks at

how we manage our time , mindset

and most of all , energy , and

provides participants with

strategies for enhancing this .

Inspired by the work of the Energy

Project , the session explores the

renewal of physical , mental ,

emotional and spiritual energy

through workflow planning ,

wellbeing rituals and strategies for

upgrading unhelpful thoughts .

A personal energy audit to

understand depletions and

surplus

A bespoke energy management

plan

Tactics for improved time

management

Mindset hacks for upgrading

thinking patterns
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HALF OR FULL DAY WORKSHOP



CONFIDENCE
BOOSTER

TEAM MEMBERS WILL LEARN :

This program is suitable for all
team members.

If you had all the confidence in

the world , what would you do? 

Confidence is key to taking risks ,

speaking your mind and fulfilling

your potential and yet its a skillset

that must be practiced . 

This popular workshop explores

the power of confidence and busts

common misconceptions about

what confidence is and how to

create it . 

Inspired by the work of Dr Russ

Harris , the session sets out the

rules of the "Confidence Game"

and provides participants with

practical advice and strategies for

enhancing their own confidence

and the confidence of those

around them .

What confidence is and how to

use it for personal and

professional gain

Common hurdles for developing

confidence and how to overcome

these

Strategies for improving

confidence through changing

your perception of fear , creating

confident actions and reframing

thoughts and feelings that

challenge confidence

STRESS
MANAGEMENT

TEAM MEMBERS WILL WALK

AWAY WITH :

This program is suitable for all
team members.

Stress is a common and necessary

human response to pressure and

uncertainty . 

If mismanaged however , it can

lead to mental health challenges ;

with untreated conditions costing

Australian workplaces

approximately $10 .9 billion per

year , 

This session examines common

causes of stress and provides

practical tips and strategies for

managing everyday stressors in

the workplace .

Participants better understand

their own personal stressors and

success secrets for restoring

energy levels to best manage

these . 

An understanding of personal

stressors so that they can better

manage these 

A personal energy audit to

understand depletions and

surplus

A bespoke energy & stress

management plan
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POWER HOUR  OR HALF DAY POWER HOUR  OR HALF DAY



PUBLIC SPEAKING +
PRESENTATION

TEAM MEMBERS WILL WALK

AWAY WITH : 

FULL DAY WORKSHOP

This program can be tailored to
all levels & experience.

Do you want to be an engaging

and effective public speaker who

can hold the attention of any

audience? 

Do you want to ditch nerves and

anxiety around speaking in front

of people so that you can enjoy

yourself? 

In this master class participants

will learn the art of effective

storytelling and techniques for

planning and presenting in

public . 

This practical training session will

cover the fundamentals of public

speaking ; preparing for success ,

building rapport with the audience ,

landing the message and owning

the room . 

Unique presentation styles 

The secret to managing nerves

and anxiety 

The power of presence and how to

own the room 

How to adapt presentation styles

for one-on-one , small group and

on stage

Presentation practice and real-

time feedback  
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Presence , confidence and resilience are
not created in one off moments , they
require self-exploration , open
communication , effective goal and vision
setting and daily practice .

Over six individual coaching sessions ,
Lucy will work one-on-one with team
members to understand their unique
skillset , passions , challenges and
aspirations for personal &
professional fulfilment . 

Lucy will coach through opportunities
and blocks in mindset , self-belief and
confidence whilst also providing
professional mentoring around their role
and the unique nuances of agency life .  

COACHING
INDIVIDUAL
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6X SESSIONS

THREE MONTH SERIES

COACHING OUTCOMES :

Enhanced self-awareness and
personal understanding for peak
performance 
Stronger relationships with improved
communication and boundaries
Increased confidence in their
personal and professional self
Improved work / life integration 
Alignment of family goals with work
goals
Career clarity and a roadmap for
success

Team members will typically work
towards 1-3 goals in their coaching
series and these are are agreed upon in
session one .

The goals form the basis of the series
and work towards these can lead to ; 



GRACEFUL FAN CLUB:
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"Lucy is willing to share so
much of herself, making for a
very engaging, meaningful and
memorable workshop"

CAROLYN  BENDALL

HEAD  OF  MARKET ING ,  ANZ  BANK

CAROLYN BENDALL

HEAD OF MARKETING 

ANZ BANK

We engaged Lucy to present her

resilience masterclass to our ANZ

Australia Marketing team to support

them during a busy period of

change which many found

personally quite destabilising . 

Team members found the session

informative , inspiring and packed

with practical advice on how to

boost resilience and strengthen self-

belief . 

Lucy distills her personal learnings

and is willing to share so much of

herself , making for a very engaging ,

meaningful and memorable

workshop that I too found personally

useful . 

SARAH TYNDALL

L&D SPECIALIST

H&H GROUP

We engaged Lucy to speak with our

People & Culture team about the

power of mindset . 

Having wrapped up a busy first

quarter , we wanted to re-energise

the team and empower them with

tools and strategies to effectively

tackle challenges . 

Lucy opened our eyes to the

possibility of choosing how you see

and respond to the world and

created thought-provoking

discussions around how to do this in

at work . 

Her energy was infectious , teachings

were invaluable and her

presentation style left us hanging off

her every word ."



"Lucy was able to revolutionise
the way our team view 
set-backs"

ABBY  STEWART

ONL INE  RETA I L  SPEC IAL I ST ,  KMART

ABBY STEWART

ONLINE RETAINER SPECIALIST

KMART

Lucy was able to revolutionise the

way our team views set-backs and

open our eyes to the the unique

personal and professional growth

opportunities it provides . 

She equipped team members with

tools and strategies that they could

translate and use in their personal

and everyday lives .

Everyone left the workshop feeling

motivated both personally and

professionally . . . like there was

nothing the couldn 't achieve ! 

COURTNEY ROBERTSON

TALENT ACQUISITION DIRECTOR

LEO 
BURNETT

Some of our mid-level account

service and creative team members

were lacking the confidence and

ability to have presence and hold

the attention of our clients . 

After attending Lucy ’s session on

‘the art of influential

communication ’ , the team were

empowered with strategies and

techniques for impactful

conversations when presenting to a

room , writing an email or picking up

the phone . 

Their favourite part of the session

was receiving real-time feedback on

their presentation skills and

actionable tips for public speaking .



THANK
YOU

LUCY ALLEN
 m : +61 409 453 306

e : lucy@thegracefulcollective .com

w : thegracefulcollective .com


